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ABSTRACT.   A system of first order linear differential operators satisfy-

ing conditions arising naturally in geometry (rational function coefficients, reg-

ular singularities, non-Liouville exponents) is considered.   It is shown that the

index of the system on certain spaces of holomorphic functions can be calcu-

lated by restricting to a subspace of rational functions.   This is applied to ob-

tain an explicit formula for the index of a single fcth order linear differential

operator.

1. Introduction.  Let p he a prime and let Q   denote the p-adic rationals.

Let C„ be the completion of the algebraic closure of Qp. Then C   is algebraicaUy

closed and has a (nondiscrete) additive valuation "ord", which we suppose normal-

ized so that ord p = 1. The object of this work is to calculate the index of cer-

tain types of differential operators acting on spaces of p-adic holomorphic func-

tions, i.e., functions holomorphic on certain subsets of C . Our main result is

Theorem 2, which says that under certain restrictions the index of a differential

operator is the same whether computed on holomorphic functions or on rational

functions whose poles are required to lie in a certain finite set. The value of

such a result lies in the fact that it is usually easy to explicitly calculate the

index on rational functions (see § 4, especiaUy Proposition 1 and its coroUaries).

We wiU show that the holomorphic and rational kernels (respectively co-

kernels) are the same (respectively: isomorphic). The identity of the kernels

(Lemma 3) wiU follow trivially from our hypotheses. To show the cokemels are

isomorphic, we first show they are "locaUy" isomorphic using the method of

variation of parameters (Theorems 1 and 1'). A patching argument using the p-

adic Mittag-Leffler Theorem then shows they are "globally" isomorphic as weU

(Theorem 2). These results are aU stated in terms of systems of first order Unear

differential operators. In § 4 we consider the case of a single kth order Unear

operator and obtain an explicit formula for the index. This is applied in § 5 to
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obtain information on certain differential operators which were first studied by

Dwork [5].

I am indebted to B. Dwork for many helpful discussions of these and related

questions.

2. Definitions and preliminaries. We will be concerned with systems of oper-

ators of the form D - A, where A = (a¡ (x)) is a k x k matrix with a¡j(x) E

Cp(x), i, j - 1, 2, ... , k, and D = dfdx is applied to column vectors term by

term. Suppose V and W are linear spaces of column vectors with meromorphic

entries and that D - A maps V into W.  If the kernel and cokernel of D - A are

finite dimensional, the index of D -A, denoted x(D -A; V, W), is defined by

X(D -A; V, W) = dim ker(D -A)- dim coker(Z) - A).

For disks of (additive) radius r about a point a EC  we use the notation

D(a, r-) = {x G Cp| ord(x -a) >r},   L\a, r+)= {xGCp| ord(x-a)>r}

and for complements of sets we use the superscript c, e.g.,

D(a, r+)c = [x E Cp| ord(x - a) < r}.

For an open annulus of inner radius r and outer radius s about a point a EC ,

we use the notation

Ua(s, r)={xECp\s< ord(x - a) < r}.

For n a nonnegative integer, let C" [x] denote the vector space of all poly-

nomials of degree < n, and let Cp[(x~a)~x] denote the vector space of all poly-

nomials of degree < n in (x - a)~x.

Let F(a; r) he the set of all functions holomorphic on D(a, r + )c which

vanish at °°, i.e.,

F(a; r) = {% E (x - a)~x Cp [ [(x - a)~x ]} I ? converges on D(a; r +)c}.

Let Fn{a; r) he the set of all functions holomorphic on D(a, r +)c except possibly

for poles of order n at °°, i.e.,

Fn(a; r) = {^ +%2\%XE F(a; r), %2 E Cnp [x]}.

Let P(x) be a common denominator of the atÁx), i.e., a polynomial such

that the matrix P(x) • A has polynomial entries. Set

(2.1) N =       max {deg(P • an) - 1, deg P - 2, 0}.
l,/=l,2,...,fc "

Then D -A maps F(a; rf into (FN(a; r)fP(x))k. If we put
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G« = (x^CP[x^])k   and   ^=^)(^Cp[^]+C^[x])fc

then D - A maps Ga into G^.

For any formal Laurent series % = XjL_a,Cj(x - a)* about a point a G Cp let

t+ = Z Cj(x-a)>ECp[[x-a]],
/=o

r=/ll^-J),s^cW]-
These definitions are extended to column vectors term by term.

We will make frequent use of the following result:

Lemma 1 (Dwork [3]). Consider the annulus Ua(s, r),s <r <°°. Let z

be an element of Ua(s, r), and let vx,v2, ... ,vn be elements of C , no two of

which differ by a rational integer. For i = 1, 2, ... , « let %t be a germ at z of

(x - df' and let r\be a germ at z of log(x - a). Let M(Ua(s, r)) be the field of

meromorphic functions on Ua(s, r) and let Mz be the field of germs of functions

meromorphic at z. Then M(Ua(s, r)) has a natural imbedding in Mz and in this

sense the elements {^¡r¡'} (i = 1, ... ,n,j EZ>0) are linearly independent over

M(Ua(s, r)).

3. Local theory.  A point a G Cp is said to be a regular singular point of

D - A if at a there exists a fundamental solution matrix of the form

(3.1) Y(x) = Z(x)B(x)(x-df,

where Z is a matrix whose coefficients lie in C [[x - a] ] and at least one entry

has nonzero constant term, B is a matrix whose coefficients are in C [log(x - a)],

and C is a diagonal matrix. The diagonal entries of C are caUed the exponents of

D - A relative to a.  We say that D - A is non-Liouvüle at a if every exponent c

relative to a satisfies the condition ord(« - c)/|«| = o(l) as « —*■ + °° and as

n —> - oo in Z (cf. Clark [2]). Here, "| |" denotes real absolute value. Note that

in our terminology, regular singular points include ordinary points as a special case.

Remark. If D - A is obtained from a single kth order differential operator

/ by the usual process (see §5), and if the coefficients of / satisfy the classical

Fuchs' criterion at a E Cp, then a is a regular singular point of D -A.

Lemma 2. Suppose that a E Cp is a regular singular point ofD -A and

that D - A is non-Liouville at a. Let D(a, r~) be a disk about a on which the

polynomial P(x) defined in §2 has no zeros other than possibly a and on which

the matrix Z(x) of (3.1) is holomorphic.   Then every solution of the inhomogene-

ous equation
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(3.2) (D-A)$ = n,

with r¡ a k x 1 column vector holomorphic on an annulus Ua(r, s) (r<s), is a

column vector whose entries are of the form

" ■ c-
(3.3) 23 P¡(x)Wix - a) + 23   v,{x){x - a) '    {polynomial in log(x - a))

j'=0 finite

where the Cj are certain of the exponents of D - A, all nonintegral and no two

differing by an integer, and the p¡ and Vj are holomorphic on Ua(r, s). Further-

more, the powers of log(x - a) occurring in (3.3) are bounded by a constant which

depends only on D - A.

Proof. Every solution % of (3.2) is of the form

(3.4) %=Y¡Y-Xr¡dx

for some choice of indefinite integral, where Y is the fundamental solution matrix

(3.1). We examine first fY~xr)dx.   By our hypothesis on Y, a typical entry t

in the column vector Y~x rj has the form

n

t = (x- a)~c 23 T)(x)log'(x - a)
/=o

where c is one of the exponents and where the r,- are holomorphic on Ua(r, s).

Such an entry can be integrated by parts, the point being that the uniform part

of the resulting function is also holomorphic on Ua(r, s) by the non-Liouville

hypothesis. With this knowledge of fY~xr¡ dx, equation (3.4) and the hypothesis

on Y imply that \ has the required form. The final statement now follows from

(3.4).   Q.E.D.
Remark. If in (3.2) r¡ is holomorphic on D(a, r~) except for poles at a,

then % has entries of the form (3.3), where now the p¡ and v, are holomorphic on

D(a, r~) except for poles at a. This is easily checked by noting that none of the

operations used in determining £ (equation (3.4)) will introduce an essential singu-

larity.

The principal result of the local theory is

Theorem 1. Suppose that D -A is non-Liouville at the regular singular

point a E Cp. Assume that the matrix Z of (3.1) is holomorphic on a disk

T>{a, /"o) and that P(x) has no zeros on D(a, r¿") except possibly at a.   Then for

r>r0

dim(FN(a; r)fP(x))kf(D - A)F(a; rf < «

and
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(3.5) G»I(D -A)Ga^pj¿ FNÍ"> r)kM> * A)pia; rf

where the isomorphism is induced by the natural imbedding ofG^ into

FN(a; rflP(x) (N is defined by (2.1)).

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that a = 0. We first

prove the injectivity of (3.5).

We need to show that

G^n(D-^)F(0;r)fc = (D-^)Go.

Suppose there exists % E F(0; r)k such that (D - A)% = r, G G%. Then for some

choice of indefinite integral we have % = YfY~lf\ dx. Lemma 2 and the remark

foUowing it show that the components of % lie in x~1C [x"~1] + Cp [[x] ], since

% is uniform. But % E F(0; r)k E x_1Cp [[x-1]]*. Hence the components of %

lie in x_1Cp [x_1], i.e., % E G0.

For the surjectivity, let ?j G P~1FN(0; rf and set % = FJT-1!? dx.  Then

(3.6) (D-A)Ü = r¡

and from Lemma 2 we know that

n m

(3.7) S = So + ¿Z h W* +   £    S,xc/   (polynomial in log x)
i'=i /=/i+i

where the j¡¡, i= 1,... ,m, ate column vectors holomorphic on U0(r0, f) and

the c¡ are aU nonintegral, no two of them differing by an integer.   RecaU also

that « has a bound which depends only on D - A.  We claim that the £f, i =

1, 2, ... , m, are holomorphic on D(0, r$ ) except possibly for poles at 0. We

show this by descending induction on i.  Equations (3.6) and (3.7) and Lemma 1

imply that

(3.8) (D-A)%n = 0.

Thus %n is a Unear combination of column vectors of Y.  We already know that

%n is holomorphic on t70(r0, r), hence it has no nonuniform terms. So by the

hypothesis on Y, %n satisfies our claim.  Suppose that %i satisfies the claim for

some i, 2 < i < «.  Then (3.6) and (3.7) and Lemma 1 show that

(3.9) (D-A)^_x=-^/x,

so for some choice of indefinite integral \-t_i = YfY~1(-x~1£i) dx.  Using the

hypothesis on Y, the induction hypothesis, the remark foUowing Lemma 2, and

the fact that %t_ x is holomorphic on the annulus U0(r0, r) (which means that

%¡_x contains no nonuniform terms), we now see that %¡_x satisfies the claim.
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In particular, %x satisfies the claim, hence lies in (x-1C  [x_1] + C  [[x]])ft.

But the orders of the poles of %x are bounded by a number which depends only

on D - A and not on 17. This is true because %x is determined recursively from

(3.8) and (3.9) and because n has a bound which depends only on D -A.  Thus

there exists a positive integer / depending only on D - A such that %x E

(x-xCJp[x-x]+Cp[[x]]).

Equations (3.6) and (3.7) and Lemma 1 give

(3.10) V-{D-A)^ = (D-A)^+^fx,

with £~ G F(0, r)k. We have

n-(D-A)!--EP-xFN(0;r)k EP-x(x-xCp[[x-x]] +C%[x])k,

but

{D-A)^+x-x^EP-x(x-xCJp+x[x-x]+Cp[[x]])k.

Thus (3.10) shows that

Tj - (n-^er'r'cf1 [x"1] + <£[*]),

which implies 77 — (Z> ~A)^ E G$ . This proves surjectivity and also that

(p-xFN(0; r)fl{D - A)F(0; r)k is finite dimensional.   Q.E.D.

The behavior of the cokernel of D - A at °° is similar. We let F(°°; r) be

the space of all functions holomorphic on a disk about the origin of radius r, i.e.,

F{°°; r) = ft G Cp [ [x] ] I £ converges on D(0, r~)}.

Then D -A maps F(°°; r)k into P{x)~xF{°°; r)k and maps Cp [x]fc into

Pixr'CpM*.
We say °° is a regular singular point of D - A if D -.A has a fundamental

solution matrix there of the form

(3.11) r(x) = Z(x)Z?(x)(l/x)c,

where Z is a matrix with entries in Cp [[x-1]], B is a matrix whose entries are

polynomials in log(x_1), and C is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are

called the exponents relative to °° (they are determined mod Z).

We have analogues of Lemma 2 and Theorem 1 :

Lemma 2'.  Suppose that °° is a regular singular point of D - A and

that D - A is non-Liouville at °°.   Let r be such that the matrix Z of

(3.11) is holomorphic on D{0, r+)c and such thatP(x) has no zeros on D(0, r+)c.

Then every solution of the inhomogeneous equation

(3.12) {D-A)% = n,
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with r¡ a k x 1 column vector holomorphic on U0(s, r) (s < r), is a column vec-

tor whose entries have the form

n

(3.13)      Z l4.x)lo4(l\x)+ £   Vj(x)(llx)>   (polynomialin log(l/x)),
i=0 finite

where the cf are certain of the exponents of D - A, all nonintegral and no two

differing by an integer, and the p¡ and v. are holomorphic on U0(s, r). Further-

more, the powers o/log(l/x) occurring in (3.13) are bounded by a constant which

depends only on D -A.

Proof. Identical to the proof of Lemma 2 (or make the change of variables

x —► 1/x and apply Lemma 2).   Q.E.D.

Remark.   As before, if in (3.12) tj is holomorphic on D(0, r+)c except for

poles at <», then % has entries of the form (3.13), where now the p.. and v¡ are

holomorphic on D(0, r+)c except for poles at °°.

Theorem l'. Suppose that °° is a non-Liouville, regular singular point of

D - A. Let rQ be such that the matrix Z cf. (3.11) is holomorphic on D(0, rj)c

and such that P(x) has no zeros on D(0, rj)c. Then for r<r0,

dim(F(°°; r)¡P(x))kl(D -A)F(°°; r)k < °°

and

(Cp [x] lP(x))kl(D -A)Cp [x]k ̂  (F(~; r)lP(x))k/(D -A)F(°<>; r)k,

where the isomorphism is induced by the natural imbedding ofC [x]/P(x) into

F(°o; r)lP(x).

Proof. Identical to the proof of Theorem 1.   Q.E.D.

4. Global theory. The global theory is now entirely straightforward. As in

the local case, we will see that under appropriate hypotheses the holomorphic co-

kernel of D - A is isomorphic to the cokernel of D - A restricted to certain

rational functions. The same wiU be true for the kernel of D -A, and hence for

the index, also.

Let {ax, a2, ... , an} he a set of points in Cp, fixed for the remainder of

this section, and let rx, rx, r2,... ,rn be real numbers. The global object we

wiU be concerned with is the space Ff/«,, rx, r2,... ,rn) of functions holomor-

phic in the region

S=D(0,rZ)-(jD(ai,r+).
*=i

From now on, we always assume that the disks D(a¡, rf),i = 1,2, ... , «, are
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contained in D(0, r„) and are pairwise disjoint.  Under this hypothesis the p-adic

Mittag-Leffler Theorem holds (see, for example, Robba [8]):

(4.1) F(r,., rx, r2,..., rn) = F(°°; rj ® ¿ ®F(a¡; r¡).
i=i

When there is no danger of confusion, we denote F(r„„ rx,r2, ... ,rn) simply by

F.  Then D - A maps Fk into P~xFk.

From now on, we assume also that ax, ... , an, °° are regular singular points

of D -A.   For each a¡, i = 1,2, ... , n, let D(ait s¿~) be the uncircumferenced

disk on which the matrix Z of (3.1) converges, and let D(0, s£)c be the uncircum-

ferenced disk about °° on which the matrix Z of (3.11) converges. We suppose

that P(x) has no zeros on D(0, s+)c U dJn=1D(a¡, sj)) except possibly ax, ... , an.

Let E denote the set of rational functions with poles only at ax, a2, ... , an,°°,

i.e.,

E = Cp[x,{(x-ai)-x}n=x]-

The operator D -A maps Ek into P~xEk.

Lemma 3. Ifr^Ks«, and r¡ > s¡, i = 1,2,..., n, then ker(D -A, Fk) E Ek.

Proof. Let % G ker(D -A, Fk). Then % is holomorphic on Ua (s{, r¡) for

each i (a nontrivial annulus since r¡ > s¡) and coincides there with a linear com-

bination of solutions of D - A on D{a¡, s¡). The function if contains no nonuni-

form terms because it is holomorphic on an annulus, hence can be analytically

continued to all of D(a¡, sj) except for possible poles at a¡. This process works

at °° as well, thus % can be analytically continued to a function holomorphic

everywhere except for possible poles at ax,-... ,an, °°. Such a function must be

rational, and the conclusion of the lemma follows.   Q.E.D.

The main result of the global theory is now easy using the Mittag-Leffler

Theorem and our local results:

Theorem 2. Ifrœ < s«,, r¡ > s¡, i = 1,2, ... ,n, and ifD -A is non-

Liouville at ax, ... ,an,°°, then the natural imbedding of E into F induces an

isomorphism

P-xEkl{D - A)Ek ^P~xFkl(D- A)Fk.

Furthermore, dim P_1Ffc/(Z) - A)Fk < °o.

Proof. For the injectivity, let n GP~xEk and suppose there exists %EFk

with (D -A)% = r¡. We may write 77 = 77«, + 2?=XV¡ with t?«, GP_1Cp[x]fc,

t?,. G P" x((x - a¡)- 1Cp[(x-ai)-x])k,i=l,2,...,n,andhy Mittag-Leffler

? = £«, + 2"=1£f with %x E F(°°; r„)k, %t E F(a¡; r¡)k. For every i we must have
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(D -A)%¡ = t?,. + q. where qiEP~1(^[x]k. But then Theorem 1 implies that

there exists ? G (x - a¡)~* Cp [(x - a¡)~*}k such that (D - A% = r¡¡ + Q¡- We now

have

(D-^„ = rj„-¿c7f,
i=i

and by Theorem 1  there exists ^ G C [x]   such that

n

(D-i4)?. = r?00 -£«7,.
i=i

Hence putting £ = £„ + 2/=i?f» we have £ GFK and (D - A)% = r¡, so the map

is injective.

For surjectivity, take 77 EP~1Fk. Multiplying (4.1) by F_1 we see that we

may write n = V«,+ SjUty with i?^ eí-'F(«>¡ O*, r\iEP~'lF(ai; r,)*, i -

1,2,...,«. For each i there exist, by Theorem 1, functions

tt EP^iix -aflCp[{x -a¡Tl]f, ï;er'c;Wl,

and p¡ E F(a¡; r¡)k such that

(4.2) rl¡ = ^i + qi + (D-A)pi.

By Theorem 1', there exists %„ GF-1Cp[x]fc, ju» GF(°°; rM)k such that

(4.3) t?0O = |0o+(D-^)/j0O.

Adding (4.3) and (4.2) over i = 1, 2, ... , « gives

tî = S» + t <Xi + ?/) + (D-A)Lm + £ A

Since £„ + S?-^ + q¡)EP~1Ek and /!„ + 2?=1|Uf G Fk, we have surjectivity.

The last statement foUows because the %., qt, %x can be chosen to Ue in a

finite dimensional space (Theorems 1 and l').   Q.E.D.

Corollary,  [/«der the hypotheses of Theorem 2, D - A has index and

X(D -A; Fk, Fk/P) = X(D~A; Ek, Ek/P).

Proof. Immediate from Theorem 2 and Lemma 3.   Q.ED.

Although we do not know an explicit formula for x(D - A; Ek, P~1Ek) it

can usuaUy be calculated without great difficulty.

Remark. Theorem 2 shows that we can choose a basis for P~ 1Fkl(D -A)Fk

which consists of rational functions and that furthermore this basis may be chosen

to be independent of r^, rx,r2, ... ,rn, as long as /•„, <s^, r¡ > s¡, i = 1,2,

...,«.
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5. Example. In this section we obtain a formula for the index of a single

kth order linear differential operator with polynomial coefficients. Let / be the

differential operator

/ = Pfc(x)Z)fc + Pk_x(x)Dk-1 + • • • + Px(x)D + P0(x)

where P0,PX,... ,PkECp [x]. We consider also the equivalent system of oper-

ators D -A, where

A-\S-\_&=ä_I

We may take P = Pk in §4, and when the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied

we have

-¡¡- Ek¡(D - A)Ek ^ ^-Fkl(D - A)Fk

Ek/Pk(D -A)Ek ^* FkfPk(D -A)Fk

where the vertical arrows are isomorphisms induced by multiplication by Pk and

the horizontal arrows (induced by the imbedding E —*■ F) are isomorphisms by

Theorem 2. Thus, Pk • (D - A) is an endomorphism of Ek and of Fk and

(5-1) rt.Pk * {D - A); Fk, Fk) = x(Pfc • (D - A); Ek, Ek).

The operator / is an endomorphism of E and of F.   Let u: F —*■ Fk he

defined by u(%) = ft, f.|<*-D) and let v:F-+Fk be defined by uft) =

(0, 0, ..., 0, ?). Then the diagram

I -> F

;*A (ö-^)
»F*

commutes and induces an isomorphism between the kernel of I and the kernel of

Pk ' (D - A), and between the cokernel of / and the cokernel of Pk • (D - A);

the same is true with F replaced by E and we get

X(/; F, F) - XÍA • (Z) -¿); F* Fk)  and

X(/;F, F) = x(Pfc • (D - ^4);Ek, Ek).

Hence under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, we have by (5.1)
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(5.2) x{l;F,F) = X{l\E,E).

Remark. We note for future use that, under the hypotheses of Theorem 2,

we can choose a basis for F/IF which consists of rational functions and that this

basis may be chosen independent of rx,rx, ... , rn as long as rx < s„, rx > s¡,

i=l,2,...,n.

We now compute the right side of (5.2). This formula is probably well

known, but we do not know a suitable reference, so we will give the details. It

is first necessary to introduce some notation.

For c G Cp, / G C [x], let ordc / denote the order of the zero of /(x) at c.

For the differential operator /, let

R. =    max      {i - ord. PXx)}.
c      i=0,l,...,k c    '

As vector space over Cp, a basis for E is given by {x'}JL0 U (\J"=x{(x-aff'}^).

¥orÑ = (N<x>,Nx,N2,...,Nn)E (Z> 0)n + x, let ER he the subspace of E

spanned by {x¡}% U (U¡L, {(* -a^}f¿x). UeEZ>0,_let ?_= {e,e,..., e)

E (Z>0)"+1. If M=(MX, Mx,M2±...!Mn), we say that N > M if TV» >M„,

Ni>Mi,i= 1,2, ...,n. We say N>Mif Na>>M„, Ni>Mi,i= 1,2,...,«.

Define a positive integer N' by

N' =     max     {deg P{ - i}.
1=0,1,..., k

Proposition 1. The index of I on E is given by

x(/;F,F) = - Í/v"+¿fV

Proof. Let R = (N', Faj, Rai, ...,RUn). Then / maps ER into ER+ =

whenever A7 + R > Ö. Let ker(/, EN) = {%EEÑ\I% = 0}. We have an exact

sequence

thus

(5.3)

0 —► ker(/, E-) -> F- —> F-   -—>F„ _//F-—» 0;v       Af7 AT AT+Ä AT+ä'    AT

dim ker(/, F-) - dim E^-JlE^ = dim F- - dim-+-

= k + 23 rA
i=i

Choose A^ so large that ker(/, E) C ker(/, E^) (hence they are equal) and such

that each component of N is large enough to insure that for M>N, deg l(x  °°)

— M„ + N' and that as a polynomial in (x - a,)-1, deg l((x - a¡)~M') = M¡ + Ra,.

Let H he a complementary subspace of /F^ in F=r>+ s, i.e.,
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(5-4) EÑ+R=1EÑ®H-

We claim that for anyM>N,

rs Ç", E-   - = IE- ® H.IV'-V M+R M

Note first that by our choice of N,

EM+R   = l(-CP ' *M~) ® Wp ' XM"~^ © * ' « © '(Cp ' ^°° + 1)

(5.6)       © t 'k'—hr) * '(v—h^)
<=i    \       (x-a,)  7 \       (x-a¡) '   J

® '•• ® i(cn-j e e_
\   P      , ^+1/ N+R
\       (x-a¡) '    /

Equation (5.5) now foUows from (5.4) and (5.6). Equation (5.5) impUes that

E = IE ® H.  The proposition now follows from (5.3).   Q.E.D.

Note that the only hypothesis in Proposition 1 is that / have polynomial

coefficients. From (5.2) we have

Corollary 1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2,

(5.7) x(1;F,f) = -(n' + £r A

Using the hypotheses of Theorem 2 we can simpUfy the right side of (5.7).

Since we are assuming °° is a regular singular point of / we must have (by Fuchs'

criterion) deg Ffc > deg F;. + (k - j) for / = 0, 1,... , k. Hence

(5.8) N'= deg Pk-k,

and since each a¡ is a regular singularity, we get (by Fuchs' criterion)

ord^P^ord^Ffc-(*-/)

for/ = 0,1,... ,k.  Hence

(5.9) Ra¡ = k-oida¡Pk.

Adding (5.8) and (5.9) over i = 1, 2, ... , « gives

N'+f,Ra. = (n-l)k + deg Pk - ¿ orda. Pk.
f=i     ' /=i

But recaU that part of the hypothesis of Theorem 2 is that aU the zeros of Pk,

except possibly ax, a2,... ,an,he in the region S. So if we let v(Pk, S) be the

number of zeros of Pk on S, then
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V(Pk,S) = degFfc-¿ ord   Pk.
¿=i       '

Thus, from CoroUary 1 foUows

Corollary 2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, x(l'> F, F) = k(l - «) -

v{Pk, S).

Remark 1. The restriction on the zeros of Pk can be weakened sUghtly.

Consider the operator PI, where P is any rational function with no poles on S and

/ satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2. MultipUcation by F is stable on F and

has index, so

x(Pl; F, F) = x(F; F, F) + x(i; F F).

But x(F; F,F) = - v(P, S), hence

X(PI; F F) = k(l - «) - v(PPk; F, F).

Remark 2.  For differential operators with coefficients in Q(X), the proofs

of all our results are vaUd over C as weU as over C   (when the coefficients are

imbedded in C(x)). Hence CoroUary 2 agrees with the result in the classical (i.e.,

complex) case.  In fact, over C this result is vaUd under very weak hypotheses

(see Malgrange [6] ). SpecificaUy, it is not necessary to assume that the excluded

disks contain only regular singular points of the differential operator. However,

a different method of proof is needed in the case of irregular singularities because

(5.2) is not always true in this case (over C or over Cp). This is easily seen by

considering the differential operator satisfied by the exponential function: D - 1.

This same example shows that CoroUary 2 is false in the case of irregular singular-

ities in C , at least without additional hypotheses.

6. Application. We discuss some of the questions that motivated our previ-

ous work.   From now on we assume p is an odd prime.   Let g(x) E Cp [x] be

defined by

P-i /2/(l/2),\2

where for each nonnegative / and each c G Cp,

(c)j=Z (c + s)   f°r/>0.   (<% = 1-
s=0

For each pair of positive real numbers bx, b2, let L(bx, b2) he the set of aU

functions holomorphic and bounded in the region

{x G Cp|ord g(x) < bx, max(ord x, ord x_1, ord(x - 1)) < b2},
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let L = dir h\mb   b >0L(bx, b2) with the obvious inclusions.

Let

ni ■ Q-2x)_L
li~D   +x(l-x)D    4^(1-x)-

The differential operator lx is a classical hypergeometric operator (see Poole [7]).

It has Wronskian w = (x(l - x))~x and its only singularities are regular singulari-

ties at 0,1, °°. Let ux, u2 he two linearly independent formal solutions of / x at

some point x0 G C .  For k E Z+, the ftth symmetric power of lx, denoted lk, is

defined to be the (unique) linear differential operator with leading coefficient 1

whose space of formal solutions at x0 is the Cp-vector space with basis {u{m2-/}£_0.

Let lk he the (unique) linear differential operator with leading coefficient 1 whose

space of formal solutions at x0 is the C -vector space with basis {w~ku\u2~1}^=0.

It is the kth symmetric power of

/, = D2 + (w'/wyD + ((w'fw)2 + 7w/4).

We will compute the dimensional of L/lkL.   For the number theoretic signif-

icance of this calculation, we refer the reader to [1] and [5].

Consider the operator lk on the space of holomorphic functions F with

[ax, a2,...,an} = {0, 1} U {x| g(x) = 0}. Then it is well known that the

hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied with sM = sx = s2 = • • • = sn = 0 (see

Dwork [4]), and in this case

X(lk;F,F) = -(k + l)((p + l)l2).

Since lk has trivial kernel on F,

dim FflkF =(k + l)((p + l)/2).

Let cx, c2,..., c    j i2 be the zeros ofg(x). From the remark following (5.2),

we conclude that there is a subset

HECp [x, x~x, (x - l)-\ {(x - Cj)-X}f-Xl2]

such that H is a basis for FflkF which is independent of /■„, rx, r2,..., rn. Thus

dim L(bx, b2)flkL(bx -ex,b2- e2) - (k + l)((p + l)/2)

when b.x, b2, ex, e2, bx - ex, b2 - e2 are all positive, hence

dim LflkL = (k + l)((p + l)/2).
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